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ABSTRACT 

In this paper a class of delay differential systems is studied using an 

al~ebraic approach. Such a system is considered a system over a ring of 

delay operators. The ring under consideration is a valuation domain. 

This fact enables us to construct canonical free realizations and also 

regulators and observers. Algorithms in order to perform these construc

tions are given. The results are improvements upon the case where a delay 

diffe~ential system with incommensurable delays is viewed as a system 

over a polynomial ring in several variables. 

• 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The algebraic theory of delay differential systems has been given consider

able attention in recent years. One of the reasons is that the structure of 

such a system can be exploited in a useful way in this algebraic setting. 

Examples of this are the construction of realizations, regulators and ob

servers for this kind of systems. See [11], [13], [16]. 

This approach also has a number of drawbacks because in case of a system 

with incommensurable delays one usually turned to the ring of polynomials 

in several variables as the fundamental tool for analysis and design. How

ever, this ring is rather untractible mainly because it is not a principal 

ideal domain. One of the more successful cases has been described in [16]. 

There the delays are multiples of only one delay. Therefore the underlying 

ring of delay operators is just the polynomial ring in one variable over 

the real field. In [16] also a ring extension is used in order to construct 

a regulator. This extension is a ring of fractions such that the ring 

elements can still be interpreted in a useful (causal) way. Of course this 

ring of fractions is still a principal ideal domain (even a Euclidean Domain). 

Therefore using Morse's result on pole placement for systems over a p.i.d. 

a regulator can be constructed under conditions of reachability. This does 

not generalize to the multi-delay case. Another advantage of systems with 

only one delay is that canonical realizations can be constructed rather 

easily. See [5], [14J. In the case of a system with more than one incommen

surable delay canonical realizations cannot be constructed that easily. 

Canonical free realizations (described by matrices) might not even exist. 

In this paper we will present a method of constructing canonical free reali

zations for delay differential systems with a finite number of incommensurable 

delays. Of course the dimension of such a realization is equal to the 

dimension of a minimal realization over the quotient field of the ring 

under the consideration. In terms of [14] such a realization is absolutely 

minimal. The structure of the ring we wiil be working with also admits the 

construction of regulators and observers. Furthermore the ring is such that 

some aspects of the length of the delays are reflected in the ring structure. 

This feature is not present in the approaches to delay differential systems 

using polynomials in more than one variable. 
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II. PRELIMINARIES 

First we present.some examples of the kind of systems we will be concerned 
d 

with. Here X is a real function (x : JR -+ JR) and x(t) denotes dt x(t) • 

This is a retarded equation with one basic delay (1). 

This is a neutral equation with one basic delay (1). 

(3) x(t) 

This is a retarded equation with two basic delays (1,/2) 

This is a neutral equation with three basic delays (1,/2,/3) (cf. [7J for 

the terminology). 

Of course these examples can also be provided with an output equation, 

possibly also with delays. Now we introduce delay operators (11,(12,(13 defined 

by 

x(t -13) • 

The above examples can now formally be rewritten as 

( la) 

(2a) 

(3a) 

(4a) 

The reason for introducing p~wers of (11«12 and (13) is that a description by 

means of introducing ~i = (11
1 

will lead to a polynomial ring in several 
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variables. An advantage might be that the polynomials would have degree 

one in each variable. However by introducing powers of a
1 

we can work 

with polynomials in one variable (which do not have degree one any more). 

Because the ring of polynomials in one variable with real coefficients is 

a principal ideal domain (even a Euclidean Domain) the introduction of 

powers of 0 1 seems to be rather advantageous. 

2 An example of this is (la) (of course a
1 

x(t) 

x (t - 2». 

One might try to circumvent the use of polynomials in several variables 

as in (3a) and (4a) by approximating the occurring delays as multiples of 

one fixed delay. However this leads to polynomials in one variable with 

relatively high degree. The better the approximation the higher the degree. 

In some cases this might be satisfactory but it will very likely lead to 

computations with high degree polynomials which is not very attractive. 

Therefore the description as in (3a) and (4a) using polynomials in several 

variables (though a fixed number) with comparatively low degree may be 

chosen alternatively. However this ring of polynomials is not a principal 

ideal domain anymore and this prevents us do computations in an attractive 

way. These computations might involve the construction of a realization 

from an input/output description or the construction of a regulator. 

Sad to say that Morse's [13J construction of a stabilizing feedback opera

tor does not apply to the case of a system over the ring of polynomials in 

several variables. 

In the following we present an approach to the analysis·and design of delay 

differential systems which circumvents most of the problems considered 

above. In this setting canonical free realization can be constructed and 

stabilizing feedback operators can be derived given reachability of the 

system. In the case where the dual system is reachable (which is not neces

sarily hold if the system is canonical), for instance when the system is 

split see [16J, the construction of an observer can be done straightfor

wardly. The crucial observation, which led to our ring construction, is 

illustrated by the following considerations. 
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Consider the delay operators °1,°2,°3 associated with time delay with a 

length 1,/2,/3 respectively, In addition to operators as 0102 we can also 

assign a well defined interpretation to 01-102 and for instance to °2-
1
°3 

by defining 

-1 
and analogously for 02 °3

, These operators are also causal because 

13 > 12 > 1 • (of course all the delay operators commute). Allowing this 

kind of operations the two-variable polynomial 02 + 03 is not irreducible 

anymore because 

This kind of possibilities will be most important in our constructions 

later on. 
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III. THE SYSTEM STRUCTURE 

Let dl, ..• ,dN be N positive real numbers independent over ~ (the set of 
N 

integers). This means that if i~l qidi = 0 for arbitrary qi E ~, 

i = l"",N then we have that q. = 0 for i = l, ••• ,N. A consequence of 
1. 

the independence over ~ is that at most one of the numbers di , i = l, ••• ,N 

is a rational number (or an integer). The numbers di represent the "lenqth" 

of a delay operator cri for i = 1, ••• ,N • 

Thus 

Because we are going to use polynomials in the variables cri (we will not 

distinguish the variable cr. and the operator cr.) we choose d., i = 1, ••• ,N 
1. 1. 1. 

independent over ~ for otherwise some of the variables cri could be re-

placed by multiples of one other variable, thus reducing the number of 

variables. 

1 1 
EXAMPLE. Let d1 = 4 and d2 = 6 . Introduce a delay operator ~ by 

Ilx(t) = x(t - 1
1
2)' Then cr1 =113 and cr2 = i. It can easily be shown that 

this technique, illustrated by the two examples, can be used in the general 

case of dependent delays. This enables us to work with polynomials in a 

smaller number of variables which might be advantageous. For instance if 

we would be able to reduce all delay operators to multples of just one 

delay operator then we could even work with polynomials in just one variable 

as is done in [16J and [5J. 

kl kN 
Now consider a delay operator cr 1 ••• crN defined by 

N 
Here k 1 , •.• kN are integers such that iEl kidi ~ 0 (we have equality here 

iff kl = k2 = ••• kN = 0). Observe that we do not require ki to be non

negative integers. The assumption of nonnegative powers is commonly made 

(see [11J, [16J). Not requiring this is really very useful because we are 

able to introduce very many delays, even arbitrarily small delays. 
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This is ~cause every delay operator 

N 
with i~l k.d. > 0 can be interpreted as a causal (delay) operator. 

~ ~ kl kN 
A delay operator 0

1 
"'ON will be 

k 
denoted by £-, furthermore we denote 

k 
(d1, •.. ,dN) by ~'Nwe now define a length function A for monomials £- by 

A(£~) = (~,~) = i~l kidi · The notation (~,~) is justified because A is 

defined like an inner product. Using this length function we may say that 

only delay operators with nonnegative length are considered. 

Next we introduce "polynomials" 

k 
-m +"'+po m-

where p. E ]R 
~ 

~i 
i = l" •. ,m and every monomial a has positive length. 

The length function A can also be defined for this kind of polynomials. 

We define 

A (p(£» = max 
i,p. ~O 

~ 

This length function will be the generalization of the degree function for 

polynomials in one variable. In the case of one variable the length function 

is equivalent (equal up to a factor) to the degree function. 

An example to show some differences with the degree function for poly

nomials in more then one variable is the following. 

Let cr
1 

be associated with a delay of length 1 and let O2 be a delay operator 

with length of the delay /3. Then with respect to the degree function, in 

the polynomial 

3 the monomial 0 1 would be the "most important" term while, considering the 
2 length function A, the term O2 would be the "most important" term. This 

seemingly slight difference will be of great importance in the next. 
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Consider the set of polynomials p(~) as defined above (every monomial 

represents a nonnegative delay), We will use the notation 

lR < 0 1"", ON > or short lR < a > 

for this set, which in fact is a commutative integral domain with unity. 

We use the bracketts < > in order to distinguish lR<Ol""'ON> from 

lRC01, ••• ,aN] the ring of ordinary (nonnegative exponents) polynomials 

over lR in the variables al, ••• ,oN • In this notation we have 

lR [a l , ... ION] C lR < °1"" ,oN> (short lR [~] C lR < a ». We will mention 

briefly some properties of lR < 9: > • The ring lR < ~ > is almost a Euclidean 

Domain. This can be seen as follows: 

1
0 Let p(~) E lR< a > then p(~) is invertible (is a constant) iff 

A (p <.~) == o. 

2
0 Let p{~) .:: lR < ~ > and q{~) E lR < a > and suppose p(~) I q(~) (p(~) divides 

q (9:}) then 'dp (9:» ::;; A (q (~» • 

3
0 

Let p(~) E lR < £ > and q(~) E lR < 9: >. Suppose that 

A(p(~» s A(q{~» then q(~) = Q(~)p(9:) + R(~) where 

Q ( ~ ) and R ( ~) E lR < a > and A (R ( ~» < A (p ( ~» . 

However a Euclidean Algorithm does not exist for lR < ~ >, for a repeated 

division process as in 3
0 analogous to the usual Euclidean algorithm does 

not necessarily terminate. The ring lR < a > is not a Euclidean Domain 

because this ring is not even Noetherian (the ideal generated by the set of 

cr~ with A(cr~) > 0 is not finitely generated). It can easily be seen that 

the elements of lR< a > have a well defined interpretation for delay 

differential systems such as (3a) because the elements of lR< £ > repre

sent delay operators with nonnegative delay lengths. Therefore they are 

causal operators. 

In order to use lR< cr > also for equations as (4a) we observe that in an 

equation as 

(4b) 0(0)* 
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where o(~), a(~) and a(~) t m < £ >, we assumed in section II that o(~) 

always contained a constant term unequal to zero (which can therefore 

be taken to be one). 

An equation (4b) or (4a) is obviously a generalization of (3a) because 

in (3a) 0(£) is taken to be one. We now define a delay differential 

system which is a generalization of the matrix case of (1), (2), (3) and 

(4) • 

Consider a system with m input variables, n state variables and p output 

variables 

I Di£!)XCt} L 
i I i 

:= F.cr-)x(t) + Gi£-)u(t) 
O~iSM OSi~M 

~- OSiS:M 

(5) 

I i I i E.cr-)y(t) = Hi£-)X(t) 
OSiSM 

].-
OSiSM 

Here the multi-index 0 stands for (0, ••• ,0) E ~N (the set of N-tuples 

over~) and ~ denotes a multi-index which is the index of the monomial 

with the largest length among all occurring delays in the equations. 
N Because the length function A allows us to order ~ according to 

N N 
i S 1 iff k~l ikdk S k~1 jkdk' where! := (i 1 , ••. ,iN) and analogously 

for j we may use the sign S in the equations (5) to denote the range of 

the summations. It will also be clear that the sums contain only a 

finite number of terms. Furthermore the matrices in (5) have appropriate 

dimensions and the constant terms DO and EO both are identity matrices 

(of course they may also be taken just invertible matrices) with dimen

sions n x nand p x p respectively. 

We can now conyert (5) into the usual "system form" 

x '" Ax + Bu 

y := Cx 

Let (S) be denoted as 

(Sa) 
D(cr)X := F(£)X + G(£)u 

E(£)y := H(cr)x 
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nXn nXn nxm 
Here D(a) E lR < ~ > , F(~) E lR< ~ > , G(a) € lR< a > 

E(a) € lR < a >pxp and H(a) € lR < a> nxn (R ixj denotes the set of ixj-

matrices over R). 

Then we may write 

:ic A(~)X + B(~)U 
(5b) y C(~)x 

where 

A (a) 
-1 

D(a) F(a) 

B(a) 
- -1 -

= D(a) G(a) 

C (a) 
- -1 -

= E(~) H(~). 

Of course (5b) has to be provided with appropriate initial conditions. 

The matrices A(~), B(~), C(~) contain entries !~~~ such that the constant 

term in q(~) is unequal to zero and can therefore be taken one. In fact 

the entries of A(~), B(£) and C(~) are equivalence classes because elements 

as ~~~~ mayor may not contain common factors. However these entries have 

a rep~esentation such that the denominator has a nonzero constant term. 

This follows immediately from the fact that DO and EO are identity 

matrices. 

NOW consider the multiplicative subset M of lR< a > 

(6) M {q(£) E JR < a > I the constant term of q(~) is one} • 

It is now clear that A(~), B{~) and C(~) are matrices over JR< a >M' the 

ring of fractions of JR < a > with respect to M. (cf. [2]). This ring lR < a >M 

will be our main tool in the next. Consider also lR [~] I the ring of poly

nomials in the variables al, ••• aN • Let N be the multiplicative subset of 

lR [aJ defined by 

N n. 

The ring of fractions lR [~]N Is just the ring of (causal) N-D transfer 

functions in the variables a
1- 1, ••• ,a

N- 1 (see [2], [4]) and we have that 
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R [~]N c: R < ~ >~f' This indicates that delay differential systems are 

closely related to N-D systems. 

,Observe that if the matrices in (Sa) are defined over :It [~] then the ma

. trices A(~), B(~), C(!Z) are in fact matrices over :It [~O~/' However we may 

also be interested in a system like . 

/ 

This system does not satisfy DO = I but now we can divide the first equa

tion by a
1 

obtaining 

Here we have assumed that J.(a 1) < ~(a2) and ~(al)< l(a) 

What we have obtained up to now is that a fairly general delay differential 

system, generalizing (5), can be viewed as a system over R< a >u . 

REMARK. If a system Lover 1\< ~>M is given then we can always view it as 

a system over lR[.l:!.]N where ~. = (ll
l
,ut,Il

K
) is a new set of delay operators_ 

which can be defined by introducing new delays. 

EXAMPLE. Let a
1

,a
2

,a3 be delay operators with lengthl,/2,/3 respectively. 

Let 

then we define 

and we have 

i.'(y) = 1 + J.lI + J.l2. + J.l3 + J.l4 • 

Bere J.l4 has length 13 - 12 • 
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Therefore if we are given a system over :R< £ >M we may choose whether 

this system will be interpreted as a system over :R< £ >M or over lR [!:!IN 
where the delay operators 11l, ••• ,llM are constructed on the basis of 

0l, ••• ,oN • If r is given as a system over :R[~JN then it is also a system 

over :R< 0 >M because:R IO]N c :R< ~ >M • 

We will now mention some properties of the rings :R [~]N and JR<!:! >M which 

will be useful in the next. 

The ring lR[£JN is Noetherian and integrally closed because it is a ring 

of fractions and :R[~J is already Noetherian and integrally closed. (see 

[2J). The ring :R[~JN is a local ring whose maximal ideal is generated 

by {Ol"'·'ON}. 

The ring :R< £ >M is a valuation domain. (therefore also local and integrally 

closed). (A valuation domain is a commutative ring without zero divisors where 

for any two elements r
1 

and r 2 we have that r
1 

, r 2 or r
2 
'r1 • Whether we 

have r 1 , r 2 or r 2 , r 1 can be found using the valuation. See [2] or [18 ] 

for more details). 

Consider 

k k k 
_p_{_£_) = _P~o_£_-_O_+~P_l~~_-_l __ + ______ + __ P~m~!:!~-__ m 

R, R, 
1- + ql !:!-1 + • •• + q o-n n-

A valuation V can be defined as 

(P(~»). k 
V --- ,.; min ).(o-i) • 

q(o) . -
- ~=l, ••• ,m;p.~O 

~ 

Therefore V(£) is the smallest delay in the numerator. The real number 
q. 

V (£) will be called the ?JalUe of £. • It can easily be seen that V is indeed 
q q 

a valuation (see [2]) and that, for r 1,r2 E :R< !:! >M I we always have 

r 1 I r 2 or r21 r 1, (If V(r1) :s; V(r2) then r 1 ' r 2 and if V(r2) :s;v(r1) then 

r2 'r1) • 
Another (equivalent) way to introduce a valuation on :R (~), the quotient 

field of :R < cr > I such that :R < ~ >M is the ring of this valuation is as 

follows: 
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Consider the following subring of ~(o) 

As usual the elements of this ring are equivalence classes with respect 

to the same equivalence relation as is used for the quotient field. The 

rings ~ < 0 >M and ~ (0) are isomorphic. The isomorphism is 
c -

S : :R < 0' >M -+ ~ (0') defined by c -

-1 
p(£ ) 
----1 
q{£ ) 

k 1 
This means that every monomial ~- in p(~) and q(2) is replaced by 

k 
0'

and afterwards denominator and numerator are multiplied with s.ome 
R, . 

power of £ ' say £-,in order to obtain polynomials in ~< £ > again. 

The fact that S indeed is an isomorphism can easily be seen. The valuation 

1) , defined on ~ (0'), such that ~ (0') is· the set of elements where V has 
c - c c 

a nonnegative value is defined by 

= 

• 
(
P(2») 

Now it can easily be seen that if S (0) 
q - . 

V (P(~») 
c ""'(a) q-, 

= we have that 

The ring ~c (g) is the analogue of the ring of proper rational functions 

in the usual one-variable case and also of the ring of proper rational 

functions as is used in the theory of N-D systems (see for instance [3J 

for the 2-D case). In our case the analogue of "the degree of the denomi

nator is not less than the degree of the numerator" is "the length of the 

denominator is not less then the length of the numerator". 

Of course the notion of properness can also be defined for rational func

tions in several variables using the degree of numerator and denominator, 

but in this way we will not obtain the divisibility properties among 

proper rational functions as is the case for rational functions in one 

variable (The latter ones constitute a disore:ee valuation ring). 
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IV. MATRIX FACTORIZATIONS 

The main advantage of JR < !:! >M (or JRc (!:!» over JR [~:JN is that matrices 

over JR< !:! >M can be factorized in much the same way as matrices over 

a principal ideal domain. This is also due to JR < !:! >M being a valuation 

domain. For this matrix factorization, which will be very useful for 

realization problems, we need elementary column (row) operations which 

are defined in exactly the same way as for matrices over a principal 

ideal domain. (for instance polynomial matrices in one variable). Further

more a unimodular matrix over JR< !:! >M is a matrix whose determinant is 

a unit. This means that V(determinant) = O. 

Consider a pxm-matrix H(!:!) over JR< !:! >M. By means of a permutation of 

columns in H(!:!) we can move the non zero element with the smallest value 

in the first row to the (1,1) -position. (if every element in the first 

row is zero then we start again with the (l,l)-submatrix, i.e. the matrix 

were the first row and the first column are omitted). Because this element 

divides every other element in the first row we can make the rest of the 

first row equal to zero by substracting suitable multiples of the first 

column from the other columns. This process can be continued and we ob

tain 

(7) LEMMA. Let H(~) be a pXm-matPi~ over JR< !:! >M • Then there e~ists a 

unimoduLar mXm-matrix V(£) suah that H(£)V(£) is a Lo~er triangular matri~ 

8uah that for every ro~~ ~here the diagonal element i8 unequal to zero, 

we have that elements to the left of a diagonal element have smaller value 

than this diagonal element. 

PROOF. The lower triangular character follows from the above process using 

elementary operations. The properties of the off-diagonal elements compared 

with the diagonal elements can also be obtained using elementary column 

operations. o 
The above Lemma states the analogue of the Hermite form for matrices over 

a principal ideal domain. 

The next Lemma is the analogue for the modified Hermite form as is intro

duced in [5J. 
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(8) LEMMA. Let H(~) be a pXm-matnx over> lR < ~ >M • Then ther>e erists a 

p><p-perrrrutationmatnx II and an mxm-unimoduZar> matm V(~) suah that 

II H(o)V(O) ::: [F(O),O] wher>e F(O) is a lower> tnangutar> matm with non-- - - - . 

ae~ diagonal. eZements and the zer>o-matr>ix is possibly empty. 

PROOF. The proof is completely analogous to the case of a matrix over a 

principal ideal domain and will be omitted. 

There is also an analogue for the Smith-foP.m for matrices 9ver a principal 

ideal domain. 
.. 

(9) LEMMA. Let H (~) be a p><m-matr>ix over E < ~ >M'. Then there exists a 

pXp-. unimoctu tar matr>ix u (2) and an mxm-unimodu Zar matr>ix v (~) suah that 

U(~)H(~)V(~) is a diagonaZ matm 

o 

wher>e D(~) = diag(d1, ••• ,dr ) has fuZ? r>ank rand di I di +1 for i = 1, ••• ,r - 1. 

Fur>theP.more the eZements d. are unique up to unit e~ements for i ::: 1, .•• ,r. 
~ 

The ser>o-matriaes may be empty. 

The proof is straightforward and will be omitted. 0 

Because many realization algorithms are based on the factorization of the 

Hankel: matz:ix the above factorizations of a matrix over lR < ~ >M will ~e 

very useful. We again emphasize that for a matrix over JR[~JN factorization 

algorithms, of the kind described above, are not available (to the author's 

knowledge) so the construction of canonical free realizations.'over 

JR[~)N might not be possible and they might not even exist. 

In the next section we consider the realization problem for systems (defined 

by the impulse response or by the transfer. matrix) over JR < ·2 >M • 
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V. THE REALIZATION PROBLEM 

As before we will only deal with systems L = (A,B,C). Of course a feed

through matrix D can also be included but this is not important here. 

Consider an impulse response T over ~< a >M • 

(Here T. is a pXm-matrix for i = 1,2, •.• ) or equivalently a strictly cau
l. 

sal transfer matrix T(s) over JR < ~ >w Here 

00 

\' -1 
T(s) l., TiS 

i=1 

As is well-known the existence of a realization of T is equivalent to the 

existence of a monic recurrence for T, i.e. 

i = 0,1,2, .•• 

which in turn is equivalent to T(s) having a representation 

T (s) 
R(s) 

== r(s) 

where R(s) is a matrix over JR< ~ >M[S] (the ring of polynomials in the 

variable s with coefficients in ~ < ~ >M) and res) is a monic polynomial 

in JR< ~ >M[s]. Here deg res) > deg R(s) (the degree of a polynomial 
s s 

matrix is defined as the maximum of the degrees of the entries). 

Let H be the block Hankel matrix associated with T and let H£;k denote the 

Hankel block 

Tl T2 

T2 

H£,k = 

TR, T Q.+k-l 
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Let the rank of H be defined by rank H sup rank Ht,k • Because H can be 

seen as a matrix over JR (0) (the quotient,kfield of ::R < ~ >M) the rank is 

well defined. 

We have the following theorem which we quote from [5J. 

(10) THEOREM. 

that rank H1 k 
nxm 

Qk ~ JR< ~ >M 

Suppose that jor a aertain pair of integers 1,k we have 
1p)(n . nxkm 

rank H == n. If matriaes P E JR < ~ >M' , Q E :R < ~ >M 
8atisfy 

H1,k+l == P[Q,QkJ 

Q i8 right invertible 

P is right regular 

Then there exists a unique aanoniaal realization, therefore absolutely 

minimal, see [14], L = (A,B,C) of T suah that 

P = k = [B,AB, ••. , A BJ , 

where 

nXm 
Here Po is the matrix aonsisting of the first p rows of P, Q

i 
E JR< ~ >M 

+ is defined by the bloak deaompo8ition Q = [QO,Ql' ••• ,Qk-l J and q i8 a 
right inver8e of Q (i.e. QQ+ = I). 

For a proof see [5J. 0 

In the theorem above right regularity of P means that Px = 0 implies x = O. 

We may apply this theorem if we are able to factorize H""k+l such-- that 

1°, 2°, 3° is satisfied assuming that rank H = rank Ht,k' 

Let us suppose that T is realizable (i.e. there exists a realization 

L = (A,B,C) such that T. CA
i

-
1
B, i == 1,2,3, ••• ); In this case we can find 

l. 

numbers 1 and k such that rank H1 ,k rank H. For instance we may take 

1 == k = P degree res) where res) is a monic denominator of the transfer 

matrix T(s). 
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Now compute a modified Hermite form for H~/k 

Then 

H~,k = ITF[I O]V = PQ , 

(P IIF and Q [I D]V) , 

because of the properties of the modified Herm! te form P is indeed right 

regular and Q is right invertible. We can also use the Smith form of 

HR"k' For if 

HR"k U [: :J V 
then 

H~,k = PQ 

where 

P U fOJ 
lo and Q = [I D]V • 

Observe that we do not need the divisibility properties of the (diagonal) 

elements in D. But even if we discard this property then the factorization 

via the modified Hermite form seems to be less involved than the facto

rization via the Smith form. 

We can also obtain the factorization 

by observing that 

HR"k+l I 
o -I 
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Here a
1

, ••• ,a
k

_
1 

are recurrence parameters given for instance by the trans

fer matrix, where they are based on the coefficients of the denominator 

polynomial r(s}. We assumed that t and k are large enough, for instance 

not less then the degree of res). For more details see [sJ where it is 

also shown that the required factorization can be obtained recursively. 

REMARK. If we are given an input/output description of a system over 

m< ~ >M for instance via the transfer matrix. Then it was shown that 

the system could also be viewed as a system over m [!!IN for some newly 

defined delay operators (see section III). Because m[HJN is a Noetherian 

integrally closed domain the coefficients of a minimal recurrence over 

the quotient field are in fact ring elements (see [ISJ). This leads to 

an alternative way to obtain a factorization of Ht,k+l with the proper

ties 1°, 2° and 3°. 

We will also describe another way to obtain a canonical realization for 

a realizable impulse response or transfer matrix. 

First we compute a minimal realization over the quotient field {m (cr}) • 

Let LQ = (A,B,C) be this realization and suppose that A is an n x n 

matrix. 

Then 

H == n,n 

C 
CA 

CAn- 1 

n-1 
[B,AB, ••• , A BJ. 

Now there exists q € m < £ >M such that 

n-l q[B,AB, .•. ,A BJ 

is a matrix over m< ~ >M' Therefore we have the Hermite form decompo

sition 

or 

n-l q[BIAB, •.• ,A BJ 

n-l 
[B,AB"",A BJ 

[L,OJV 

[L/q,OJV == [L,O]V • 
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Here L/q is an invertible matrix over lR (~) because of minimality of EQ* 

Consider the realization E = (L- 1AL,L- 1B,CL)* This realization is a cano

nical realization over lR< ~ >M ' and i'sabsolutely minimal. (the dimension of 

the realization is equal to the dimension of a minimal realization over 
lR (0). 

We show this as follows. 

H 
nn 

C 
CA 

n-1 CA 

-1 n-1 
LL [B,AB, .•• , A BJ = 

C 

CA 

n-1 
CA 

L[I,OJV * 

-1 
This shows that L B is a matrix over lR< ~ >M and because of right inver-

tibilityof [I,O]V, CL is also a matrix over lR< ~ >M* Furthermore the 

realization is clearly canonical. Remains to show that L-1AL is a matrix 

over lR < ~ >M • Because 

-1 n-1 nL 
L [AB, ..• ,A B,A BJ ',. is also a matrix over 1< < a >M and 

-1 -1 n-1 n n-1 + L AL = L [AB, ••• , A B,A BJ [B,AB, ..• ,A BJ L 

-1 n-1 + 
we have that L AL is indeed a matrix over lR< ~ >M • Here [B,AB, ••• ,A BJ 

denotes a right inverse of [B,AB, ••• ,An- 1BJ. Together this shows that we 

have constructed a canonical free realization. 

In [5J some alternative algorithms can be found. They also apply to the 

case of a system over a valuation domain. For instance it is shown there 

that in order to construct a canonical ring realization the computations 

actually can be done over the quotient field once the factorization. as 

in (10) is obtained. For instance the Ho-algorithm and the Zeiger

algori thm, see [10 J, [9 J, [5 J, can be applied very easily to 'the case 

of a system over a valuation domain. 

Because a valuation domain is a GCD (Greatest Common Divisor) domain 

(see [12J for more details) and a polynomial ring over a GCD domain is 

also a GCD domain,we have for a transfer matrix T(s) over a valuation 

domain thatT(s) can be written as T(s) = R(s)/rCs) whereR(s) and res) 

are comprime and res) is monic. This is useful with respect to stability 

and internal stability as will be seen in the next. 
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(11) THEOREM. Let T(s) = R(s)/r(s) be a transfer matrix (a proper ratio

na L matrix in s) over :JR < g- > M such that R (s) and r (s) are coprime and 

r (s) i8 monic. Tllen r (s) i8 the minima L po lynomia l of the matrix A in a 

canonical realization E = (A,B,C) of T(s). 

PROOF. For a minimal realization EQ = (AQ,BQ,CQ) over the quotient field 

we have that the minimal polynomial of AQ is res). Because a canonical rea

lization over the ring is isomorphic (over the quotient field) tOL
Q 

we 

have that the A matrix in such a canonical realization has minimal poly-

nomial res). 

This result can be used for the study of input/output stability and inter

nal stability of a delay differential system. 

Let T(s) be a transfer matrix over :JR< g- >M. Suppose that T{s) 

with res) monic and R{s) and res) coprime. 

Let 

R(s)/r(s) 

o 

1 . 1 k . rep ace every monom1a (J- 1n 
-A(a~)s 

r.(a)fori=O, ••• ,n-lbye - (cf.[16]). 
1 -

Remember that A«J~):= ¥"k.d. 
- i=:l 1 1 

basic delay operators a. 
1 

> 0 where d. are the delay lengths of the 
1 

for i = 1, ••• ,N. 

In this way we obtain res) • The same substitution has to be made for R(s). 

Then T(s) is the transer matrix of a stable input/output stable system if 

res) ~ 0 in the closed right halfplane of ~ (the field of complex numbers). 

Let (A(g-), B(g-), C(g-» be a canonical ralization of T(S). Then we have that 

the input-state map is stable and there is also a stable dependence on the 

initial conditions in 

x = A(a)x + B(a)u 

y = C(a)x 

Here stability is meant with respect to some L norm (For initial conditions . p 

and more information about L stability, p E [1,=] we refer to [7] and [17] p 
respectively). This can be seen by considering A(g-) a matrix over the quo-

tient field :JR (g-). The characteristic polynomial of A (g-) is the product of 

the invariant factors of [s - A(9)] and the minimal polynomial is the last 
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invariant factor. It can easily be seen that because of the divisibility 

properties of the invariant factors ([s - A(a)] is a matrix over the 

principal ideal domain JR (a) [sJ) that the zeroes of det[s - A(a)] are also 

zeroes of the minimal polynomial of A(a) and vice versa. 

This shows that we can construct an internally stable realization for an 

input/output stable delay differential sytem of the neutral type (and there

fore also for the retarded type). 
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VI. STABILIZABILITY OF A SYSTEM OVER lR < a >M 

Suppose we have a system 

x A(a)x + B(a)u 

y C(a)x 

Let us assume that we want to stabilize the system by means of a feedback 

u = F (0) x. Because lR < ~ >M is a local ring we may apply Heymann's Lemma iif 

(A(~),B(~» is a reachable pair (cf.T16J). Reachability can be checked 

easily because we only have to check reachability for the pair (A,B) where 
- -
A and B are obtained by applying the canonical projection onlR < a >M/M 

to each entry of A(~) and B(~). Here M is the (only) maximal ideal of 
k k 

lR< £ >M (generated by all monomials ~- such that A(~-) > 0). 

For Heymann's Lemma we need a matrix K(a) and a vector u(a) such that 

(A(£) + B(~)K(~),B(£)U(~» is a reachable pair. Such a K(a) and u(a) can 
- - -also be obtained easily by constructing an analogous K and u for A and B 

and choosing K(~) = K and u(a) = u. This shows that the stabilizability 

problem can be solved because after having chosen K(£) and u(a) we can 

construct a matrix F(£), such that A(£) + B(9:)F(£) has a prescribed cha

racteristic polynomial, (we have coefficient assignability) using the 

controllable canonical form for (A(9:) + B(9:)K(9:), B(a)u(a). 

EXAMPLE. Let 0
1

,0
2 

denote delay operators with delay length 1 and h res

pectively. 

Consider A (£) ,B (~) over ]I{ < 9: >M 

B (0) 

r 0
1 

1 
1 + 0

1 
A(~) 

1 

1 
a/a1 

O
2 

1 - a 1 - a 
2 2 

after projection onto lR < a > M 1M we obtain 

-
A : ] -

B = 
r 1 

[, : ] 
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which is clearly a reachable pair. Therefore (A(~)/B(~» is also a reach-

able pair. The matrix K and the vector u such that (A + BK,Bu) is a 

reachable pair can be chosen as 

r -1 

-: 1 [ 
1 

1 
- l K =: u = 

0 0 

Therefore (A(o) + B(~)K, B(~)U) is also a reachable pair (over E< ~ >M1. 

The construction of a regulator can now be persued using the controllable 

canonical form for a reachable single input system. The state space iso

morphism can be obtained just as in the case of a system over a field. 

The controllable canonical form for (A(O) + B(~)K(~), B(~)u(~l) is 

[[ : : 1 [ ~ Jl 

The construction of a feedback matrix, such that the closed loop poles 

(even the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial) are placed 

arbitrarily, is now straightforward. 
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VII. REALIZATION (IMPLEMENTATION) OF ELEMENTS IN JR < ~ >M 

Consider an element p(~)/q(~) in JR< ~ >M . By redefining the delays re

presented by ~ = (a 1, ••• ,aN) we can introduce delays (~I""~M) = H such 

that p(~)/q(~) transforms into p(e)/q(~). Here P(~) and q(~) are poly

nomials in ~1""'~M such that q(O, ••. ,O) = 1. This shows that p(g)/q(H) 

is in fact a transfer function of a causal M-O system. For the case M = 2 

see [3], [4] where various (local) state space models are treated. A local 

state space model for an M-O system can be written in the form (which is a 

generalization of the R@8ssep form of a local state space model for a 2-D 

system) 

-1 

0 ).11 I 

-1 
112 I 

Ax + Bu x = 

0 . -1 
~M I 

y Cx + Du 

(The identity matrices may have different dimensions.) A, B I' C an~fD are 

real matrices and the equations may be called a local state space model 

because A, B, C and 0 can be constructed to satisfy 

-1 

r ~ -II 
1 0 

p(e)/q(E) C - A B -1:. 0 

0 -1 
~M I 

Such a local state space model for an M-O transfer matrix, which is just 

a matrix over JR[~]N' can be obtained by recursively applying the realiza~ 

tion procedure for 2-D systems as is described in [3] and [4]. Of course 

we can also find such a representation for a matrix over JR< ~ >M • In 

the latter case we still have the option to embed the entries of this matrix 

over JR < 2 >M in JR [l:!JN where l:! = (~1"" ~M) for some integer M or derive 

this representation directly in which case the delay operators ~i-l in the 

above 
R-l 

(a
l 

local state space model may appear as "fractional" operators 
R. -1 

••• aN N) • The above constructions can be used to implement a 

realization E = (A(2),B(~),C(~» of a delay differential system. 
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EXAMPLE. (of the realization method and implementation of the realization). 

Consider a delay differential system with transfer matrix 

T{s) o 

o 

o 

-a / 4 s 

The only relevant member of the Markov sequence T = (T
1

,T
2

, ••• ) such that 

co 
T(s) = E 

i=l 

-i 
T.s is 

1. 

o 

o 

o 

Let the delay operators 0
1

, a 2, a:;, a
4 

be such that ).(0
1

) < ).(a
2

) < A{(3) < ).(a
4

) 

(of course we suppose the delays to be independent over ~). 

The matrix Tl is also the only relevant matrix for the Hankel matrix 

(T1 = H1,1)' According to (9) we have to factorize H1,2 such that 

HI ,2 ~ P CQ,Ql] where Q is right invertible and P is right regular in order 

to obtain a canonical realization over ~< £ >M where £ = (°1,°2,°3,°4) 

a
l 

+ a
2 

0 

1 o o o 

HI ,2 = a
3 -°4 

o 

o 1 o o o 
0 -°1 - °2 
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Here 

° 1 + ° 2 
a 

° 4/°1 
1 

1 + 0'2/0'1 
p::: 0'3 -0'4 Q == 

0'/°1 
0 

1 + O'lOI a -0'1 - ° 2 

o 

1 

The matrix P is clearly right regular and Q is right invertible. Observe 

that the rank of the Hankel matrix is 2. 

The canonical realization given by this factorization is 

E ::: (A(£), B(£), C(o» where 

1 
°4/°1 

0 

=[ 
a 0 

]. 
1+ol01 

A (0') B(a) ::: ,C (!:!) 

0 0 a 
0'3/0'1 

1 
1 +0'2/01 

°1 +°2 
0 

= a
3 -0'4 

a -0 - ° 1 2 

In [14J it is shown that a canonical free realization (with dimension 2) 

over ~[O'J does not exist. Therefore the approach as is presented in this 

paper seems to be more natural. 

In order to implement this realization we will construct a local state space 

model for B(£) in the Roesser form (C(£) can be implemented very easily). 

Therefore we define delay operators 

and B(O) can be written as B(~} 

1 
J.l 3 

0 
1 + PI 

B (11) == 

0 
J.l 2 

1 
1 + 111 
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The matrix B(~) is clearly a transfer matrix of a 3-D system. A represen

tation in the form of a local state space model a la Roesser is 

-1 
0 0 -1 0 0 0 -1 a ~1 

0 
-1 

0 1 a ~2 x = 0 x + 0 1 0 u 

0 0 
-1 

1 0 0 0 1 0 ~3 

y [ : 1 a 1 

a 

: ) • + [: 

o o 
u 

Here y = B(~)u and x is an additional local state space variable. 

For more details concerning the construction of local state space models 

see [3J, [4J • There the 2-D case is treated but the techniques can be 

generalized to the multi-dimensional case. 
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VIII. SOME REMARKS ON THE RINGS lR <£ > and lR < ~ >M 

For N > 1, (N is the number of basic delays) the ring lR < ~ >M is not a 

UFO (Unique Factorization Domain) because primes do not exist. The reason 

for this is that lR< ~ >M contains delay operators with arbitrary small 

delay length. 

Let t be an indeterminate. Consider the mapping T 

.. r, kidi = t°:li=l . 

Let p(£) be an element of lR< cr > and apply the mapping T to each monomial 

in p(£). Then (with a slight abuse of notation) 

Suppose that 

k 
-n + p cr n-

a
1 

a k 
Then q(t) = PO + PIt + •.• + Pnt n where a i = A(£-i) for i = 1, ••• ,n • 

This mapping is in fact an isomorphism of lR < cr > onto the ring lRp [tJ 

of generalized polynomials with monomials t a where 

See also [18] • 

N 

o ~ 0,0 = ~ kidi , k i E 
i=1 

over ~ for i = l, •.. ,N 

This ring is a semigroup ring see [6J. 

"'. d i independent } 

Let P be the multiplicative subset of lR [tJ defined by 
p 

P = {pet) E lR [t] I p(O) t= o} 
p 

Then lR < cr >M is isomorphic to lR [tJp , the quotient ring of lR 0 [t] .with 
- p p 

respect to P. The isomorphism is again T (by enlarging the domain of T). 

The map T is an isomorphism because d1, ••• ,dN are independent over ~. 
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Of course the discussion in this paper could be generalized to the case of 

a system over a ring of generalized power series q(t) (cf. [18J) 

where (Xi+l > (Xi and (Xi --+ 00 , (Xi € :R. 

Because a system over this ring of generalized power series, containing 

the ring lRp [tJp , cannot be implemented in some "finite" way (at least 

not generally) we have chosen not to do so. 

... 



( 
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IX. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we introduced an algebraic approach to the study of delay 

differential systems with constant (incommensurable) delays. The tech

nique can be applied to systems of theretarde~type as well as to systems 

of the neutral type. The main tool is a ring which enables us to model 

the dynamic characteristics of the above types of delay differential 

sytems. It is shown that this ring, which can even model delays of more 

or less arbitrary small length, shows up in a natural way, This ring, which 

is actually a valuation domain, generalizes the ring of proper rational 

functions in several variables in such a way that some useful properties 

of the ring of proper rational functions in one variable. (transfer func

tions) are inherited. The structure of the ring is such that canonical 

free realizations over this ring, therefore absolutely minimal realizations, 

can actually be constructed for delay differential.systems given by their 

input/output behavior or by their transfer matrix. This is an advantage 

compared with the approach using the polynomial ring in more than one 

variable as the basic tool for analysis and design. The ring introduced 

in this paper also enables us to build internally stable realizations and 

also to construct regulators and observers as is shown in an algorithmic 

way. In the latter part of the paper a method, using local state space 

models for M-D systems, is presented in order to implement the action of 

the operators, which are represented by ring elements, on a computer. 

Finally it is pointed out that the ring under consideration is isomorphic 

with a ring of fractions of a semigroup ring. This fact suggests further 

generalization of the described ideas. To our opinion semigroup rings 

constitute a kind of rings with a potentially high degree of applicability 

to system theory and therefore they deserve further system theoretic orien

ted investigation. 
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